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With offer a small office web site package for $20/month and customized, managed hosting
solutions for up to $2,500/month.
WordPress Hosting $20/month Sign-up Now
All solutions provide business-class hosting with the following attributes:
-

99.9% uptime guarantee
Stat tracking and analysis
Domain hosting if requested
1 GB storage (with virtually unlimited expandability)
500 MB/month traffic (with virtually unlimited expandability)
5 POP mailboxes
24/7 tech support

The data center offers the following specifications:
Physical Security
Our data center security is state-of-the-art. With three levels of security, entry into the Center is
not only restricted by proximity cards and access codes, but also controlled by biometric hand
scanners. Facility security is managed centrally through a global facility management system.
Video surveillance, and stringent Data Center escort requirements protect server access. All
service center personnel must pass a background check, be trained in security procedures and
complete a probationary period with the company before being cleared for Data Center work.
Redundancy
The electrical power system is fully redundant with backup generators and parallel,
uninterruptible power systems (UPS) - minimizing the possibility of power failures to the lowest
level. The same is true of the air conditioning system. In our Data Center there are three HVAC
systems, each with two compressors. So at maximum cooling times, one system can be
completely down and not affect room conditions. The company also has multiple network
connections providers, each with diverse routing into the facility and separate fiber paths to the
Customer. In essence, there is no single point of failure within the entire facility.
Reliability
The Center focuses on providing the highest level of reliability, beginning with the electrical
power and fiber coming into its buildings. The multiple UPS systems maintain constant electrical
current during the time it takes for the generator to stabilize. Should a power outage last longer
than a day, our Data Center has seven separate fuel vendors contracted to deliver energy
supplies around the clock. Internally, every server is connected so that it has power supplied by
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two completely separate paths back to the building service. Fiber is brought in through SONET
rings from a minimum of two different providers over separate fiber systems in such a way that
the systems do not come together until they are at the Customer's system. All systems are
monitored around the clock to detect and protect clients from potential system or network
failures. The sophisticated monitoring and management software is controlled from a central
network operations center.
Scalability
The Data Center’s narrow band (internal) connectivity is 100 percent fiber optic. Wide band
(outgoing) connectivity straddles two OC-3 SONET rings combining "ground floor" connectivity,
speed, and redundancy over redundancy. This combination means that our clients enjoy the
very best, most scalable connectivity options available to any business.
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